
TEACHER'S NOTES

Entertainment Dilemmas

Activity Type
Vocabulary Game: gap-
fill, multiple-choice 
questions, guessing (pair 
work)

Focus
Vocabulary related 
to going out and 
entertainment

Aim
To review and practice 
vocabulary related 
to going out and 
entertainment.

Preparation
Make one copy of the two 
worksheets for each pair 
of students.

Level
Intermediate (B1)

Time
25 minutes

Introduction

Here is a going out and entertainment vocabulary game in which 
students ask a partner hypothetical questions about going out 
and guess which answers they would choose.

Procedure

Divide the students into pairs (Student A and B).

Give each student a corresponding worksheet.

Tell the students not to show their worksheet to their partner.

Working alone, students begin by completing questions with 
words from a box. 

Exercise A - Answer key

Student A   Student B

1. spend   1. spend
2. play   2. places
3. party   3. arrive
4. cinema   4. music
5. invite   5. film
6. guests   6. dinner
7. outdoors   7. queue
8. day out   8. stadium
9. events   9. play
10. restaurant  10. seat

Next, students underline the multiple-choice answer in each 
question they think their partner will choose.

Students then take turns reading each question along with its 
three multiple-choice options to their partner, who chooses the 
answer that is true for them.

If students guess correctly, they put a tick next to the question 
and score a point.

The game continues until all the questions have been asked and 
answered.

The student with the most points at the end of the game wins.
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GOING OUT AND ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment Dilemmas

Student A

A. Complete the questions about going out and entertainment with the words from 
the box. Then, underline the answers that you think your partner would choose.

day out    invite    party    spend    events    restaurant    guests    play    cinema    outdoors

1. How would you choose to ........................ your Saturday night?

a. Dancing in a club b. Sitting on your sofa c. Watching a film at the cinema

2. If you went to a ........................ at the theatre, where would you choose to sit?

a. In the front row b. In the back row c. Somewhere in the middle

3. If you were invited to a dinner ........................, what time would you arrive?

a. 10 minutes early  b. 10 minutes late c. Right on time

4. If you were taking a date to the ........................, what type of film would you see?

a. Something funny b. Something sad c. Something scary

5. If you won free tickets to a concert, who would you ........................ to join you?

a. Your friends b. Your family c. Your boyfriend or girlfriend

6. If you were at a party and didn't know any other ........................, what would you do?

a. Leave early b. Hide in the bathroom c. Go and talk to people

7. If you had to spend a day ........................, which of the following would you do?

a. Have a picnic b. Go hiking c. Go cycling

8. If you were having a ........................, what would you choose to have for lunch?

a. Sushi b. A burger and chips c. A sandwich brought from home

9. Which of these ........................ would you most like to attend?

a.  A cultural performance b. A sports match c. A music festival

10. If you were on a date in a ........................, what would you do when the bill arrived?

a. Pay the whole bill b. Pay for your food c. Wait for your date to pay

B. Read each question and multiple-choice answers to your partner. Give yourself a 
tick and one point for each answer you guessed correctly.
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GOING OUT AND ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment Dilemmas

Student B

A. Complete the questions about going out and entertainment with the words from 
the box. Then, underline the answers that you think your partner would choose.

queue     stadium     dinner     music     seat     places     spend     arrive     film     play

1. Where would you choose to ........................ a free Saturday afternoon?

a. At a music festival b. At the cinema c. At the gym

2. Which of the following ........................ would be the worst to go to alone?

a. A restaurant b. The cinema c. A stadium

3. If you'd arranged to meet a friend at 6:00, what time would you ........................? 

a. 5:50 b. 6:00 c. 6:10

4. If the ........................ in a cafe was too loud, what would you do?

a. Say nothing b. Get up and leave c. Ask the staff to turn it down

5. What would bother you the most while watching a ........................ at the cinema?

a. People eating noisily b. People arriving late c. People talking during the film

6. Which of the following would you take if you were invited to a ........................ party?

a. Flowers for the host b. Your favourite cake c. Nothing

7. If someone jumped in front of you in a ........................, what would you do?

a. Ignore them b. Go in front of them c. Tell them you were there first

8. If you were going to a ........................, which of the following would you choose to see?

a. A football match b. A rock concert c. A baseball match

9. What are you most likely to do if you're bored during a ........................ at the theatre?

a. Fall asleep b. Go home c. Pretend that you're enjoying it

10. If someone was sitting in your cinema ........................, what would you do?

a. Find another seat b. Tell them to move c. Tell the manager

B. Read each question and multiple-choice answers to your partner. Give yourself a 
tick and one point for each answer you guessed correctly.
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